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methods they encounter in light of current research results and standards.
This presentation will impact the forensic science community by providing an example of validation testing that tests both statistical

This presentation focuses on validation testing of methods for determining the author of a document in the forensic setting using a
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Stylistics has its roots in

theory and computational linguistics. Among the many ways that these three approaches differ, the most important is the attitude and
productivity of a litigation-independent validation testing program to determine error rates and standard operating protocols with data
requirements. Currently, only the forensic computational linguistics approach carries on a validation testing program on forensically
for the tested method). Traditionally, computational forensic linguistics has focused on using hard-to-imitate, low-salience features that
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Further, this

statistical model used to classify the questioned document to one or the other. If there is a large group of suspects, a binomial test can

the documents into two groups, a single author’s documents often cannot be distinguished into two groups.
Using this same feature set on different datasets, this study is testing traditional forensic methodology using a pairwise procedure to

attain even higher accuracy.
Again using the same feature set on different datasets, this study is also testing a novel biometric methodology to determine if this
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